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at reo pair of photo
ph
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r suIting superimposition of th
c 11 d an anaglyph model.
po oid flIt rs provide the Bame stereo 00
effect by the projection of polarized light throu
negatives of a stereo pair of photographs, each pia
b ing project d through a pol ro1d filt r ho
1 0 it m t. Th
o oPP P
r d t th po r 1
The purpose of this thesis 1s the drawing of a compar-
ison between the use of the colored filters, which are
normally ample ad in the multiplex aeroprojector by various
mapping agencies throughout the country, and the use ther in
of polaroid filters.
The filters in the aeropr9j ctor serve to break th
projeotion of a stereoscopio pair of photographs into t 0
impressions hleh are vie ad eepartely by ach eye of th
obs rver, thus providing the main r quir ment for th
obs rvanc of a thre dim n ional effeot. hi t r oscopl
effeot is utl11z d in the multiplex plott1n m ohin to
d lin t10n of contours.
The co or d filt r ohi this at
o 0 0 dj 0 nt photos in
co 0 - on p etu

Tennessee Valley 'uthority. To date, the T. V•• has not
released his findings for publication. Mr. Bradford, how-
ever, has indicated to the writer that he believes the
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CH T R I
INTRODUCTIO
1. hotogrammetry: -Photogr metry may b d f1
that science hich consists in utilizing photogr ph fo
making r liable measurements. pp11cat1ons of photogr
metry are found in a multiplicity of fields, 1ncludi
surgery, astronomy, engineering, arch1tectur , g ogr phy,
r1cultur , criminology, archeology, mil1tary oper tion ,
aerot chnology, urv y1ng, and mapping. t th pr nt
1m , th i1 Id 0 mapping overshado s a1 oth r 1
•
:- lth the adv nt of auto at1c
----..................----..
and volu1 po tanc
2.
oamer mount d 1n alrp1 , it h s b oom possibl to
pho r ph h as ith1n short spac 0 tl hi
tho 0 1 rn1sh . on 0 th 0
0 m or making map, and 1 t d 0
0 1 r gular trac s h r the terr i ru gad
1b a1 0, the 1aId ork s compl t d in
00o time, and the photographs furn1 sh permanent
t rr in.
erial photographic surveying has no progr d to
point where it can safely b said that no survey of any size
11 be made ithou the aid of the aerial pho~og aph. uch
ocomp 1 h d inc th fir told ar to pro ot
o andr
d ar t111 1 thm d
1mprov m nt in cng.





23. ~.~ost aer1 1 cameras are equ1pp d
to use film. One type of camera uses plates, but the eo
sary wei ht of plates limits the number of photographs th
can be made in one flight. pec1al high-speed film must b
used because the exposure time varies from 1/500 of a saoon
near the ground to 1/100 to 1/50 of a second at high r It-
tudes. Film stripe usually range from 75 to 500 f in
ength. The exposures are 7 inches by 9 inch 0 9 inch
by 9 inches for 1ngle- ens cam rase
uch urveylng has been don ith he n
o , tak1n only one,photograph at
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4c. . comb nat on of th th 0, u h
thoa n ith the mu 1pl - n c r •
In this ese, th enter pictu 1
d th oth rs a e ob 1ques. The ob11q
rect fie nto va t c Is after rd.
5. p:--Over ap me s that photogr t
80 hat c rta n port on of the terr
p ct r o cover a a e a , t e photo t
t trip 80 th t they re overl pad bo t 6
t at on of 1 ht (0 lIed end ap) d bo t 30
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6. Plannin th Photo ystemat1e se 1 1 pho
graphy 1 s always plann d in advano. ilia con 1d r t10n 1
glv n to the t1me of day and to th aeon of the y ar h n
the area in question 111 sho to th best advantag. G n-
erally, a flight map 1s prepared r om an existing map 0 th
area as a guide for th pilot, sho 1ng individual flight
lines in relation to landmarks v1s1bl from th • h
corr ct alt1tud for obtaining photos of th d c
th th c er to be us d 1s calculated, al10 C
for th proper ov rl b t n adjacent 11gb lin
f 0 0 th d ,th p ng 0 th t
comp . nd dr 11 ht •
7














a d photo raphy involved in making the ap
of the en ina r, as a rule, but it to
v a kno ledg of the proce e by h 0








































F18. a - DETERMINATION 0' SCALE.
FolIo ing are typlca problems concern1n photo ra h
soa as:
a. 1rpl th ra h lng a foea lang h
of 8 nches f e leve ove eve terr in t
a t tude of 12,800 feet above th ground.
(1) How many feet on the ground do s on inch 0
the photograph r present
d H/t - 12,800/8 - 160 •
(2) at 1s th represen t1 e fr ot 0 0 th
photograp ?
- 8 /( 2,800' 2) / 9,. 00
b. T 0 point on n untl1t d photo 1th the
am e v ion me ure 2.35 ch p
o • / 0,0
10
Then Scale Fraction = 10,000/10 =1000 ft. per in.
Let the size of the exposed negative be 7 inches by 9
inches; the ground area 1s then found by the following:
rea = (7xlOOO) x (9xlOOO) =63,000,000 sq. ft.
Reducing this to acres and then to square miles:
eres': 63.,000,000/43,560 = 1446, and
Square Miles = 1446/640 = 2.26.
This means that each exposure covers an ar a of approx-
imately 2.26 square miles of territory.
3 • Ll!L. Int e rval 0 f _E ___ ss me th t n




to d t rm n th tim nterva bet en e po ur
r 19ht s r p (u 1ng th inform t10n d r1v in
nd n ound spe d' 0 00
g d p 0 60 n
0 ,
t 0 t b t
for ul ..
7 o. 0 2800 ,
di t nc b t n cam r t tions; 7 nch =
d n 10' of negat1v along lin 0 fl ght; 000 e p
ino e 1 0 m p; and 0.40
- 00% - 60
nee th P d 0 h plan 1 100 m Ie per hour,
1 r du 0 00 ty in fe t p r econd a 0110
(5280 OO)/(60x60) 146.7 f at p r cond.
h n t e caloulated dl c b t xpo urea
d th eloc1ty of th pI e.
2800/ 46.'7 19.1 eeond ( y 19 cond
'·h th t e 0 re hould b m d v ry 19
1seconds during the flight.
4. Number of Pictures to Cover ~ Given ~:-- uppo
that e want to map quadrangle measuring 15 mil on a
side using aer al photos haVing a 80 Ie of 1000 t p r
inch. e have a single-lens c era which takes picture 7
by 9'. The overlap between photos in a flight 1s to be 60
and between flights 30%, with one extra flight aero e ch
end of the area for better control. The prob. ie to c
cuI ho many photographs will be required to co r th
glv n r a.
Th distanc p o r sse per photograph a on th
lin 11 nd on th 1dth 0 th photo, t
in th 0, d th c 1 0 th ho
(100 60%) ·7 1000 - 2800 t .
h tot 1 p1ctu p t 0-5 . 5280)/ 800
( ch )
- 28 + 2 30.
h d1 c b n 1 t 11 d P 0 t
1 th of the p1ctur J th 30% ov rl p b t n flight J
th cal of the photograph:
~= (100% - 30%) 9 x 1000 =6300 t.
h to 1 numb r of f 19ht (one extr at
(15 5280)/6300 ~ 2 - 13 + 2 - 15.
ch nd)
The total n mber of photograph for th ant r r
1 b th prod at of the photo p r fl nd th n mb
0 ht f 0
- 30 . 5 450 hoto- •
5. in 0 t pro-
0 0 r or in rial photo ph ar dir c ly the result
12
of one or more of the folIo lng:
a. Variations in the altitude of the pan, hlch~
ould cause a corresponding ohan e in th so
of the photograpns,
b. Radial d1splacem nts due to round r lief, and
c. Tilting of the plane.
Good fly1ng 111 tend to e11m1nat th f1 t and 1
of the above, sine the essentials of good ly1n ar:
constant vat10n above the ground; constant 0 rlap, 1 t
eral1y and in the direction of flight; and elimination 0
tilt.
6. Due to Ground ReI1 f:--On ouree of rror
ill b d cussed herein--th t of d1 plac m nt d to QU'
"11
• h1~ d1 placem nt is 0 prim 1 in
1 th r pect
yooto ,it 0& b u e to oontour
cion 0 high r 1 f.
4, let -B be the round rel1e
projeoted on a plan at Bt , and at The positions of
these points, as photo raphed, 111 be d1sp aced. The po n
pod a aY.from the enter 0, and point
th c nrC.
to ard
'h ,OU, t 0
1ng equation: ~D
th d1 ep acem t 1 I 1 n by th 0 10-
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FIG. 4. !'Pe:CT 0' TOPOGRAPHIC RILII'.
s ~var1es 1th the distance from the vertical 1,
the displacement varies' 1th this distanoe and th ground
elevation (h). From this, it is se n ~hat the f rther a ay
from the center of the photograph, the mor h d1 placement.
This would indicate that the central portion of the photo 1
the least distorted; this 1s one reason for using OV rl pp d
negatives, so that the edges may be disc rd •
If e kno h, the elevation of B from at I
and tF-, hlch oan be figured from tan~=bol •
m u d from the photograph, the amount of di p c m
gi n .y 4 = ·h t 41(.
The folIo 1ng example will show the amount of d1eplace-
ment wh n the area presents marked r 11 f. Bume that th
fI1 1 m d t 0,000 ft. alt1tud 00 ,1 1 n t of
camera lens =.10 1nche ; elevat.lon of point b 10 datum
520 feet. eferr1ng to F1gur 4, measure th d1tance a-
on the negative, h1ch 1s found to be 2.5 inche •
Th c 1 : If = 10,000/10 = 1000 ft. per in.
'The hor1 zontal d1 stance on the ground to point 1s
00 2.5 = 2500 ft.
0 d'- c/ = 2.5/10 = \0.25.
hen .AD h t GC 520 x 0 25 =130 t. (Ill spl c ment) •
hi t t, in a d tano of 2500 fe-t, th poi t
1 d1· aoed 130 fa t und r he above assum d conditione nd
1 c to t o nt r. If th point r boy th
f t, it ,ou h b 1 1 o d out
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·7. Parallax Dtfference:-- ssume no that two overlapped
photographs are used and placed in the positions shown In'
Figure 5. Let alao in plate 1 =cdl (the d1splacem~nt n
the first photograph) due to elevation (h), and ~ao in
plate 2 =Ad2 (the displacement in the second photograph)
due to elevation (h).
From Paragraph 6, .6d1 =hiS tan~ and Ad2 =hi ta ,.
The total displacement, ~d, on the plate or n g 1 1,
th or, the u of 6d1 and 6d2 , stated as fol 0
Ad Adl + ~d2 = h(tanoC.-t tan~)1 •
, t B = th d1 tance bet en xposur at tiona
, e 1 d th air b see Th , by 1m1 r tr1 /
( >/h
A t d pI c m nt 0
o - th 1 c m t on h2
LlDa·
D ( ) A , d 4. - ( ) Ad2·
0 / Th t1 (A 1 Ir 6 2)' 0 ,
ince 4d =Adl t ~~, A ~ •
ubet1 tut1n OD in th lon BID = (H - h)/h,
h B/ A - ( )/h, .or 6d = Bh/ (H h).
ubs 1tut1ng H/r, we have Ad = . h/( .. h).
rom this equation, the difference in displacement ca
b 00 puted for g1v n elev t10n or, cony ra ly, the e v-
t10n 0 b d t mined 1 th d1 plaoem nt 1 accur t ly
u on th photo raph.
1 1 tter pl 0 m nt 0 b th t 0-
o 10 t 0 p r 'OV ph 'n
17
instrument such as the stereooomparator. To illustrate,
assume the following problem: Let the airbase (B) = 2500
feet; the altitude (H) = 10,000 feet; the focal length (f) =
10 inches. Therefore scale (5) = H/r = 10,000/10 = 1000 ft.
per inch.
The parallactic displacement measured from the two
negatives 1s 0.147 inch, outward from the center. To deter-
mine (h), the height above the datum plane (because the
displacement 1s outward), take the equation just derived,
Ad = Bh/S(H - h), and solve for (h).
AdSH - SAdh = Bh, and h{B + AdS) =4dSH
Than (h) = AdSH/(B ~ AdS).
Substituting the values of the probl m, hav (h) ~





1. Ground Control:--Ground control is divided into
horizontal control and vertioal control. certain amount
of ground surveying 1s required in nearly all the practical
methods in use today. Control stations are usually selected
after the photographs are taken, because then the point
which show up best on the photographs can be cho en. It 1s
best to have these stations in the form of a triangulation
system so that angles can be read with an instrument, and
distances measur d. The ooordinates of a 1 ground at tiona
oan then b computed. This horizontal control 1 neoessary
for y1ng detail or th photographs into th m p. v Is
r 1 0 run to d t in th 1 t10n 0
10 1s v t c
h __ 'IiiiI.__r ...._' th 'p
t t t on a in




t10ns of the terrain to b mapped. The reason for not using
th top of hill is evident from th faot that too much
chang 0 seal may be 'introduced beoaus t"he valu or (H)
is r due d, ther by decreasing the scale fraction, Hit.
The seleotion and identification of all control points
shou be mad th th photographs under a stereosoop •
1 t po1n b m rk d lth 11 pi.n pr10
'0 p 1 • I 1 0
ff or d1f r y of co trol, uoh
rou co p ct r oont 0 •
Good con rol points are those h ch c be de 1n1tel
spotted on the photograph , such a oad intersect on ,
fence corners, ra1 road and stream crossin B, bu11d1n
nter ect on of alks nd paths, and eu verts.
2.
hleh c
ontrol:-- icture control 1 that contro
be identified eas lyon t e photogr ph but for
h ch there s no ground contro. Th purpoa 0 hi
of oontrol 1s to supp amant ground co tro •






2divided into two classes as folIo 8:
&. Elements of interior orientation are those hich
affect the negative and camera; they are:
(1) The z-coordlnate on the plate of the prin-
cipal point,
(2) The x-coordinate on the plate of the prin-
cipal point, and
(3) The prinoipal distance of the camera.
b. Elements of exterior orientation are those which
affect the location of the camera station and
photograph, with respect to other camara sta-
tions, in a flight strip; they are used in as-






not b considered h r ,, thmo
inca th erop ojector, pon h10h ou xperlm nts 11 b
conduo d, dj tment for e ch of th e1 en and
autom tioa ly 0 lent by satt ng,up the or gi am ra sta
t on of th photo , lth r spect to each other, at a mi
t e.
G va r ph c•
0 of r h u







In all these methods, attempts are made to match photographs
by intersections in somewhat the same manner that is used in
ordinary plane-table orientation.
s mentioned before, these methods are unnecessary in
the orientation of photographs for plotting with the multi
plex machine, but must be used where smaller plotting
instruments, such as the contour finder or star ooomp ra-
g e p oy d. t is d amed d 1
inc th 0 P
•
m 0 pr1 0 p
o m be us d th or lor d1a r ot1ons 0
placements of obj at sho ,on pho ographs ti t d 88
th th ea eg 8 ithout plottab e error when th r ef
1s Ie s than ten per cent of the camera altitude. Th
principal point 1 th geometric center of the photograph,
the point ormed by th intersection of the coordinate axe ,
d cons dared n th s met ad as an nstrum nt
n a from t m d 0
p o objec h h b , 0
, p h
22
Using the principal point of the photograph instead ~
its nadir point (point on the ground directly beneath the
camera lens) causes this method to be only a close approxi-
mation. It f~llows that, in a photograph which has no tilt,
the principal point and the nadir point will be identical.
Radial-line plotting includes the followipg steps:
a. A certain amount of ground control must be run,
and the horizontal and vertical positions deter-
mined from precise surveying methods. There
should be, preferably, at least three ground-
control points visible in each photograph, and
these should be at an approximate average ele-
vation of the pictured terrain. It is best to
select these after the photograph 1s taken,
because a better ohoice of points oan be made.
b. Select and mark on the photographs these ground-
oontrol points with a small, blue circle.
e. Determine and mark the principal point of the
photograph with a small, red .circle. This point
can be found at the intersection of lines drawn
between the marks registered at the time of
exposure at the corners or 8id~8 of the photo-
graph (fiducial marks). This principal point may
then be used as an instrument station from which
radiating lines may be drawn on the photograph
to the previously marked ground-control points.
d. Select a large sheet of 10 ~shrlnk oelluloid and
on this plot the ground-oontrol points to the
scale of the desired map.
e. Place photograph 1 under the celluloid and cau
the radial lines on the photograph to pass
through the respeotive ground-control points on
the celluloid. This corresponds to the three~
point fix commonly used in plane-table work.
f. Select about nine picture-control points, thr
near the upper margin of print 1, three aoros
the center, and three across .the bottom. These
should be distributed so that three fall near
the right edge of the photograph, three through
the center, and three near the 1 ft edg. Th
p10tur ~oontrol points- ar s lrot d b at by
studying the adjacent photograp- 0' a light
strip in a tereo oop. Th y r poi t oh
s road 1nt rs at .ons, pro 1 nt OU , and
ny other f atures hlch can be eas1ly 1 en 1-
f1 d in t 0 or more prints. They ar marked th
small, ye110 ciroles and may be se~ cted and
marked at the same time that the ground-oontrol
points are marked (See Fig. 6).
g. ith the photograph under th celluloid, dra
on th celluloid radia~ lines from ,the pr1noipal
point through aoh p1oture-control point ( e~
• 7).
h. " P Qto aph 2 1 0 d 1n th -
co rol poi po 0 0






















I. • 00 T OL POINT.
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FIG. 7 • OftAWIN8 0' RAYS THROUGH POINTS.
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the pr nt through the e points f om th
pal point of photograph 2.
1. s many of the p ctur -control point as OOCU
in photograph 1 are marked with yelle c reI
on print 2, and three ne ones seleot d. h
new ones are in the part of photograph 2 h1ch
does not overlap photo 1.
j. Photograph 2 1s no pI ced under th c 1
sheet and radials drawn th ough oh
oontrol point. 1x of the 1nt r
to corre pond1n point, d a rm
p otogr ph 1, 1 h thr on 1
e 0 on of the r lin 1
pIc t d po on 0 t
k. ext, dra radial 1n plctur 3 in
n r. Fro this photo r p












u t. In u
00
th c nt r of the tr1an 1 •
• fter passin throu h a aries of photo
this manner, the final fix of th photo raph
h n th p oto t ,0 1
oid nt11 th be t or t , usi
bot round con r·ol c oontrol. he

































fiG. a - RADIAL LINE INTERSECTION.
7.
the detail traced. This 1s repeated for photo-
graph 2 and so on through the strip. In tracing
detail, only the center part of the print is
used because of the distortion at the edges.
28
CH TER IV
1. Def1nlt1on:--Clo aI' allied to photogrammetry 1s th
field of star oscopy--the vi 1ng of objects in three dim
sions. Its application to photogrammetry 1s the observation
of photo raphe 1th optical instruments for the purpose 0
me suring relative heights of objects thus ho d al 0 to
def1n the shape and positions of such object. It 1 11
to h r note that all current instruments for t plott1 0
contour u e this pr nc1p in their operation.
r 01 en t o c •
1 t n em t 0 th •
30
linked together. The eyeball 1s globular in form and con-
tains the dioptric apparatus and nervous mechanism which is
sensitive to stimulation b~ luminous radiation from without.
The visual impulses thus produced by the impact of light are
then transmitted to the brain, here the 'sensation of vision
comes to consciousness (See Fig. 10).
The retina, which constitutes the beginning element of
visual perception, 1s perhaps the most important of all the
eye components. transverse section of the retina ould
sho that it is made up 08 several million "cones" and 'rod
in a d1t1on to 1 ce 1 CUB nerve f brand cell •
light falls upon the rode a chern c 1 change occur
th m h ch, n turn, t1mulat s th opt1





1 b 1 t nd d
tim p r Inute.
n 'e the y fix ts attention on n obj ct,
P oou d on a small rea of the et
Th hi h cone ntr tio 0
th· s po end to anhana th p c
b bl t at th con pos b
y 0 er c n
th
n h r 0 o -
th
3retina to the brain carry the numerous stimulations that are
thus set up, and "develop" them by a mental process into a
composite picture.
Normally, the mobile human eye is capable of covering a
horizontal field of view of about 45 degrees inward and 135
degrees outward, and a vertical range of approximately 50
degrees upward and 70 degrees downward.
Although the single human eye (monocular vision) affords
a wide range of view in a horizontal and vertical direction,
it is much limited in its ability to convey accurate cone p
tiona of depth. Relative directions of objects fixed in
space can readily be determined, but the prooess of being
able to determine acourately whether one object 1 n ar r or
farth
all that












vision or as a unified movement to another line of vision.
An optical characteristic which 1s often encountered in
connection with binocular vision 1s that of a udouble image".
For example, when the eyes of the observer are focused for a
certain distance, any obj~ct lying nearer or farther away
will be seen as a double image. In normal binocular vision,
double images will not ordinarily be noticeable for, as a
rule, they are seen only when the viewer's attention 1s
drawn to them by concentration. On the other hand, persons
with defective vision may see all objects doubly, although
one of the images may be suppressed in consciousness.
dd1tional factors which frect vision ar 1nten 1ty of
light, differences in br1 tness bet een adj c nt r a 0
an object, distance of an object f om the ob rv , and
h ness of bound ry b t en t r 0 1n tance,
br t o lored dot oan 1 y b n 0 bl 0 baok-
'round, but hard.ly. b n on a baokground having a
0010 hie r on y slightly from the color of t dot.
obj ota appear about qual in siz at the limit v s1-
b 1 ty; vi lon.increases as the angular size of the object
.mentioned
determined about the position of
on 1 1ts 1 iva direction in th
vision, on th other hand, afford
and depth perc ption prov d th
Y a oomp red ith the 1nterpup11-
1 e is about 2.625 inches) of the
observer. Even with normal binocular vision, it has been·
found that it is impossible to distinguish between objects
if the difference of the angle of convergence 1s les8 than
about 20 seconds of arc (0.0000965 radians).
Thus, for a range of interpupillary distance (d) of 1.97
inches to 2.85 inches (the general range for different per-
Bons) and angle (Q) of 20 seconds, the distance from an
observer (R) that an object would still appear to have depth
would be from 1700 feet to 2450 feet, respectively (See Fig.
11). Beyond that distance the naked eyes, alone, cannot
discriminate differences of diet cas or depths of object,
since beyond that point all objects appear to be projected
on the infinite background of space. The dlstanc (R) h
en th dl t no ( ) 01 0
reo op1c p~_r·~~t
1y 1 g, th
ofradloften b n oalled th
relat 0 0 be used fo appro res
0,315 ,
h r r in the s linear un ts ( )
1s e pr seed 1n radians.
In aerial mapping operations involving the use of ater-
opl~ n m nts, 1t ill be found/that visual acuity is
~eDena~nt ot only upon the 1nher nt limitations of the 1n-
te used and upon the physical nature of light but also
0 th physiolog1oal state of the individual. Such factors
ti 1 t , f t1 , ntal depression, d1 traot1 g
1 otory 111 lnat1on, unco fort 1 1 1 g
, ' nd th 1 P op ld1ty of th
t to nt rio y 1th r ult •
19.]1 - Minimum Angle of Depth-Perception.
Fig. 12. - Simple Stereogram.
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Because of the number of compl1e ted biological factor thu
involved, it is very difficult to establish or confirm limits
of visual acuity.
The manifestations of stereoscopic vision can best be
studied and illustrated by means of pictorial vie s of the
same object as seen from different angles by each ye s par-
ate y. Figure 2B shows a simple star ogr mod 1)
consisting of two parallel ro s of t 0 dots each, ith th
10 er set of dots spaced a little closer togethe th th
upp r set. By staring at the two left-hand dots th th
11 b fo nd that the dot ( ')
t e nd th tor ght-han dot th the
) i 1 fu
e , 1
dot (b t ) d (b ) 11 o pp ar to fu e, b t t
op
o 0 • lO_v.......1"""\














t n • qu t10n 0 t p r 1 differenc
lr a y be n d1 au B in Chapte II.
ence of less 'than seven feet could be determined only by
means of some type of magnifying apparatus.
From the formula for determining the radius of. stereo
scopic perception, it was found that a value of about 2200
feet would result if an average interpupillary distance of
2.55 inches was chosen. It can further be shown that:dlf-
ferences in distances can be determined stereoscopically up
to the square of ,the distance, to the object divided by the
above figure 'of 2200 feet. Thus, if an object is 1000 fa t
away from the observer, other objects up to ( 000)2/2200
455 fa t beyond the first object canno be p 'elv d t r
seoplcal y b c use, up to that point, the dif er no in th
angles of oonverg nee 1s 20 second or Ie
o t n, c rtain g om 10 19ur pre n th m





mnt • t uch i lu ion h
at t t th ar mor ob 0 h 1
o
3 1 u trates an 11 u 'on 0
oncept1on of depth app ars, therefo , to b moo
ey •
mental than optical process, as differentiated from
h ch 1 trlct o t c
t1f1clal anhanc nt of the po r 0 stereo opic
ba -line
duotlon of a magn1-
de to 0 er th
ter'o r,>o 0
ply1n th m
ncreas d opti0 1 ba ' "
ound by mul
h rat 0 ofn ( ) byo th
1 ion can b obt n d b increasing th
b1no ul r instrument i
(1nt rpu 11 y tanc) or by th
n opt c in trume (h1oh d1
v u of the ngl, ).
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to interpupillary distance (c).
7. Stereoscopic Studies of Aerial Photos:--The object
of stereoscopic methods in a study of aerial photos is to
obtain a truly three-dimensional picture of the area or
object vlewed~ This requires that the conditions for nat-
ural depth perception be artificially reconstructed, and
necessitates the following: (a) two slightly different
views of the same object or Bcene from different angles;
(b) correct orientation of the two views with respect to one
another and to the eyes; and (0) normal binocular vision,
allowing the two images to be recombined in the brain so as
to gi va th'e effect of a single picture having so11di ty and
depth.
h mult1p ex m oh1n , lth h ch r p y
cone rn d, utomat1c y dju t 0 the f r t
boy o n t10n Ho e e t 11 for t' ob to• ,
h e h kno 1 dg th t 0 op , h 111
k the p o pect o trol point on
th photographs for subsequent reference to the field par-
i •
t r oscope for the first tim , carr ct
d P to 0 good qual1 ty· are important. The
d b ly I matched 'for ver ge color ton,
0 te contr , and shouldeho
r 0 topograp y 0 at least moderat
•
In d1 au ion 0 ~corr ct or ntat10n 0 ph to
P 0 to on d o th , n trum nt, it s 1
ig. 13 - Optical Illusion of Depth •
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.Q_~.~LE:.<;J_· A OBJECT - B
CORRECT VIEW
Fi • 14 - Stereograms Showing Correct and
ttPseudoscop1c" Views.
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to note three terms--eye base, stereo base, and photo base.
"Eye base" represents an imaginary line between the pupils
of the eyes. Its length equals the distance between the,
pupils when the eyes are focused at infinity (interpupillary
di stance) ,. "Stereo base" may be defined as the direction
and distance between complementary image points on a stereo
pair of photos correctly adjusted for comfortable viewing
under a given stereoscope. In the lens type of stereoscope,
for example, it lles in a plane containing the axes of the
two lenses and will vary in distance according to various
instruments. "Photo base" 1s a term which refers to line
'on each photo of a stereo pair connecting the cent r point
of one 1th that point corresponding to th 0 nt .0










or t r 0
n 1 ngth,





oth r in ular e fect h1ch may be
th stereosoopic pairs of photos 1s that of the
~.~~y'h. In hi case, two separate pictures of a s reo
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right eye. Thus, the blue-green image will be seen by the
right eye alone and the red one by the left eye alone. The
resulting effect will be a spatial model in black and white
that 1s formed mentally by observation of the two different
optical impressions.
Similar depth-impression effects may be obtained by
projecting upon a single screen two stereoscopic pictures
that have been illuminated by light of two complementary
colors. Spectators are then able to observe the effect of
relief by the use of suitable goggles as described above.
It 1s this sam principle which 1s followed in the obser-
vance of spatial models in connection with the mult1pl x
plotting maoh1ne (See Chapt r V).
1 gh hi b n po z
o
o
pseudoscop1c illusion". reversal of relief results 1
the photo originally intended to be observed by the left eye
1s placed at the right-hand side of the stereoscope, and if
the photo d~s1gnated to be seen by the right eye is placed
at the left-hand of the stereoscope. In the case of comple-
mentary colors, as used in the multiplex, this effect 1s
noted if the eyepieces are reversed with respect to colored
light coming through the projectors. The same result 1s
obtained by rotating an anaglyph print through 1800 so that
it 111 be upside down, and observing it with the spectacl
in their original position. Figure 14 shows a simple g 0-
metric stereogram in both its correct position and it
reverse position.









1. eneral:--Photo rammetr1c instruments of the multi-
plex type have advantages that lend themselves to mapping of
regions of moderate to ru~~ed relief. ~he instrument 1s
simple in principle and construction. Rnd has the ~reat
advantage in that it'permits adjustment of a long series of
overlA.ppin~ photo~raphs as a s1ne:;le uni t. All other type s ,
of photogrammetr1c instruments are confined to the consid-
eration of a single pair of photographs as ~ unit, and are
without provision for adjustment of a ser1e~ of ad~~cent
stereosoopic models as a ~roup.
m lp in t n _'__ """' d th t 1
p g
po t1
t nt 0 pho 0 ph • r at va po it on of 1m
in the ar co mo o t 0 j cent photographs n a
d th 1 t t
r y m bot p je tor hen
t d. of a h t




• t 1 m b
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ca1ved and measured in three dimensions with a floating mark~
Thus, all necessary provision is made for the drawing of
either planimetric or topographic maps.
Another advantage of the multiplex instrument 1s found
in the fact that it is of a fixed-focus type and thereby free
of all the constructional difficulties that arise in instru-
ments employing the large original aerial nagatl'ves wi thout
reduction.
One of the superiorities of the multiplex design 1s its
facility of spanning long distances between points of estab-
lished position. Advantage can be taken of this "bridging
process when maps of great excellence must be dispensed with










e im1n ry plann nd.
b
4/
to the type of aerial camera to be used, the determination
of its optical characteristics and constants, and other
details relating to th~ actual completion of the aerial
photography. The amount of overlap of photo raphe in the
line of fI1 t as ell as between parallel flights must be
carefully considered, as this has a marked effect on map
accuracy. Whe,n d1 stances between exposures in the line o'r
flight are too short, accuracy is decreased, and cost 1
increased when the parallel flight 'lines are too 010 0
gather. Cameras of short focal len th are rally up
for topogr ph1c mapp1n. to those of onser foc 1 1 n
in resp ct to the number of stereoscopic models 'required to





be d te lned by1
t v
ff ot1ve field of vie of




cam ra, in turn, gov na the ratio of reduction
b measur d.






t bused n m lng the diapos1t1ve plates in the reduction
r.
he cale at hio map should be plott.d on the mu -
t1plex tabl d pe, on th flight alt tud t h oh the
ria p oto r ad •
control ope t10n lnolud not only
tUdy of th tr1 , and 1 1 1 ne n e
y to a ood on of -trong cont 0 out the
of t ap, t th r 00 t on d typ' 0
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supplemental control points that may be required in control
ling the aerial photographs. The number of supplemental
control points needed in any particular case is determined
largely by the map accuracy specifications.
The map-sheet preparation consists of construoting the
projection lines that define the limiting parallels and
meridians of the map, plotting the basic and supplemental
horizontal control points thereon, and assembling all the
other data that will be needed by the operator.
3 • D1 apo a1 t1v most 1mpor
lem nt feting the ccur oy of ork perto ad th h
mult pI x -in trument 1s the quality d siz of po it1
i-
•

















• 1z 0 d1apos-
n h map, and the




t t . op to from accur te y
•
are made by me n of a special
otio ( 1 • 15) h1ch is pr cis ly adj ted
0 p op 1z and 0 t d sir
ty fro r1 1 n gat ves that are to b used in th
1 p 0 in to the very emal siz of t a,..
pl t d the r ,t inf 0 0 th 1r qu l1ty 0
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15 R du t 0
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image on the accuracy of the resulting map, it is necessary
that the settings of the reduction printer be given close
attention. It 1s also apparent that aerial negatives to be
utilized in preparing d1aposlt1ve plates should be used for
this purpose soon after the negatives are made and before
the negative film has become distorted by age. Any distor-
tion of the negative arising from this cause will be'carrled
over into the stereoscopic model and thuB result in maps of
a low degree of accuracy.
It 1s essential that the original negative b r uo
in the ratio of the principal distance of the aerial camera
to the principal distance of the multiplex projector. rap
reduction ratios must be oomputed for ch aerl 1 osmer at
is employ d, and the reduction printer attlng t
r a change ~n th 1 roll so r q r •
~Th m t1plex 1 strument (Fig.
8 sp nded a number of sma 1 .projection 0 •






1 mount d on
used as th
r 1n pap
E 0 project~on camera 1s so constructed that ·it is adjus-
t ble in three directions ith respect to the supporting bar
and m y be tl t d or rotated to bring the small diapos1tive
p at into the d sired position. I~ contains a platform on
h ch the diaposlt1ve is supported, a light source, a light
p.roject1on lens, and a light filter to
t d 1m ge as desired. The supporting bar
rigid table with a plane surface which 1s
r no p ane for the mapping operation. The
1th th projection lines and the horizontal
••
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control drawn thereon is placed on this table top beneath
the supporting bar. A light-welgh~ moveable device w1.th a
measuring mark on the screen on which the images are cast by
the projectors, and a pencil for drawing the map, complete
the essential parts of the apparatus. The diapositlve
plates must first be placed on their supporting platforms in
proper sequence, each one being so adjusted as to bring it
into coincidence with the principal point of its projector,
thus completing what 1s known as the inner orientation. The
stereoscopic model, on which the necessary measurem n
made, is the result of proper relative and absolute orien-
tation of the projectors. The relative orientation brings
each projector into the same position with respect to ne1gh~
boring projectors as existed in the lr at the mom nt th
photograph re made, and thus makes possible a correct
at reo cop1c v of th t rr n. h bso ~te orientation
has, as it purpose, S oh adjustment of th mod
j c unit· 1th respect to the map plane a
dp~­
11
r ult in the desired scale and orientation with all points
on the mo~el having their proper relation to sea level (See
Fig. 17).
dra ing of the map is accomplished by moving the
dra ng vice in such manner that it traces out all cultural
, 'uoh as road, railroads, trails, transmission
lines and v1s1bl prop rty lines,' as ell as resid nee and
all other build1ng h1ch, from their size or 1mportano ,
erlt representation. FolIo 1ng the drawing of oultural














drainage features of the map, which includes the out11nes of-
all water bodies and the courses of all rivers and smaller
streams. The delineation of wooded regions will follow, and
finally the contour lines will be drawn showing the shape
and position of all topographic features.
11 cultural and drainage features, wooded areas, and
contour lines are inked as rapidly as the construction 0
the map will permit, in order that detail represented in
pencil will not smudge and become poor copy for reproduction.
5. -b- Vertical roJector:--The ert1cal proJ r
( g. 18) consists of a miniature camera of t 0 ess
parts, on i h a Ie s, a cone and focal plane, and the 0
with a 1 phouse having the n oe s ry co d n ng l-~£~~~-
ov on s m d or 8 emb h
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10 1 1m n 0 o e al camera b r p e ent in
cam r p r 0 of th p ojector in th ratio of princ1pa
t 0 p c P 1 d1 tanc of aerial c ra
0 p h relationship is graph1ca y
1 u tr 9.
• T :--The small trac n table ( 1 •
20) on y p rt 0 he mult1pl qu pm nt a ng y
f mot on. It c rri the small pI n on th
cop c 1 ag 1 observed, th luminou po t d in
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ig. 20 ult1plex Tracing Table.
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model, and finally the drawing pencil by meane of whioh the
path of the tracing table 1s recorded on the drawing paper.
The illumination of the tracing table is controlled by
a small toggle a itch whicn releases light through a minute,
pin-point hole in the center of the platen to form the lumi-
nous mark. The platen 1s equipped with an elevating sore
which raises or lowers the table as needed for interseoting,
by reference to the luminous mark, the rays from the t 0
diapoa1t1ves of the stereo model. Under the center of th
table, directly below the luminous mark, 1s th dr ng p n~
ell, which may be lowered into contact with the table or
raised when not in use.
CHAPTER VI
POLARIZ TION .Qf LIGHT
1 •. Polarization: --The term, tt po l ar1zatlon", has been
used whenever anything has a property in one direction that
it does not have in another. When an electric current flo s
between two pieces of platinum immersed in acidulated water,
a counter electromotive force is produced which acts only in
one direction; it opposes the current. This is a case of
polarization. A magnet tends to set itself in a north-south
direction with the same end always pointing northward. In-
side the magnet there must be a polarized condition h1ah
causes the magnet always to set itself in the same direction.
2. Polarization of Light Rl Tourma11ne:--The subject
of the polariz tion of light 1s a large and important branch
of the seleno of light. Several manifestations of light
polar1z t1 h v b n disoovered to date, inoluding polar-
1zation by refl et10n and polar1z~t1on by double' ref ot1on.
Ho v r, th m thod with which we are pr1marily oono nd in
·this tr at1se 1s the polarization o,f light by absorption into
tourma11'ne. Tourmaline is a crystalline mineral, an a.lurninum-
boron 111oat. The plates of tourma11n referred to herein
th s h1ch have been cut with their surfaces parallel
o hat is known as the optic axis of the crystal. Light
h oh passes through a plate of tourmaline crystal becomes
polar1z d. The polar1z t10n of the tourmaline plate may be
t ct d by'using a second tourmaline. When the axis of the
crystal are p r llel, light goes through both. As one of
t orystals 1 rotated, the light will grow dimmer and
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dimmer until the axes of the crystals are perpendicular, at
which time practically no light passes through the crystals,
as shown in Figure 21. Either crystal may be rotated in
showing this "crossed" effect. The crystal through which the
light paSS6e first 1s called the Upolarizer", and the second
one 1s called the tlanalyzer".
3. Theory of Transverse Nature of Light Waves:--The
phenomena of light polarization are considered as a confirm-
ation of the electromagnetic theory of light waves. This
theory holds that light waves are of a transverse nature,
like electromagnetic waves.
There are two types of wave motion: longitudinal and
transverse. In longitudinal waves the direction of vibra-
tion 1s the same as the direction of propagation; in the
transverse type, vibrations are at right angles to th
direction of propagation.
There lone st1not difference between the two types
of s. Consider the case of longitudinal waves in
long spiral hung from the ceiling. The longitudinal vibra-
tions produce "compressions" and "rarefa"ct1ons" which travel
up and down the" spring. These vibrations are completely
tr oal with respect to the direction the aves are
tr e11ng, for they will have exactly the same appearance
en from any side. On the other hand, transverse
s :t along a rope do not have the same appearance
hen vi ad from different positions. If the rope is hor1-
zo 'I,d the vibrations are in a vertical plane, the
ce 0 the rope when seen from above or below is very
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different from its appearance when seen from one of the
sides. Transverse waves are not completely symmetrical with
respect to their direction of propagation. Hence, whenever
it is shown that a wave does not have complete symmetry
about its direction of propagation, it 1s assumed that it
must be transverse.
A simple illustration will give one test for symmetry.
A certain plug fits in a hole. If this plug 1s rotated, and
if it fits for all positions, then there 1s symmetry; but if
the plug fits for one position and not for another, the plug
and the hole do not have complete symmetry. Rotation, there-
fore, 1s one test of symmetry.
Consl'dar now the experiment of the rotation of a plate
of tourmaline held in a beam of plane-polarized light. In
one position it transmits t~e light; in another it does not.
rotat on of the crystal is the only ohan .' Th1 xper1-
ment sho 8 that the beam of light 1s not symmetrical. Th·
av must therefore be transverse.
4~ xplanat10n of Polarization Prooe :-- 00 ptance of
th theo y that aves of light are of a transverse nature
oarries with it the fact tha the waves vibrate at r1g)1t
t the direot10,n of their propaga.tion. Ordinary
19ht may vibrate in 11 directions at right angles to th
t10n in h1ch it l·s traveling, bu hen it is polarized,
r ·ion 0 th vibrations may be restricted.
late of tourmaline absorbs a portion of the 1no1d nt
and transmits th rest, and that which 1t does tran -
t 1bates ina d1 rect10n para.llel to the optio axis of
Fig. 21 .. ···Production of Polarized Light.
2 ro s d Polaro1 d Plat •
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the, crystal. In other words, when ordinary light is inc1 ..
dent on tourmaline, the transmitted light 1s plane-polarized.
If the light is already plane-polarized, it mayor may not
go through a piece of tourmaline, depending on the direction
in which the light 1s vibrating with respeot to the plate.
When the incident light 1s vibrating parallel to the optio
ax1s of the crystal, it will go through, but when it is
vibrating at right angles to this axis, it will not go
through. Hence, as the crystal is rotated, in certain
p081t~ons the light will go through, while in other posi-
tions ~t ill not.
artificially prepared plate, called a polaroid"
plate, may be used either to polarize light or to analyze it.
It cons1 ete of thin 11m of cellulosic sheeting oontaining
b 10 OSCop c or c y
h n mo d b t 0
0 plate. h ry t
odo r m 1 to 0 th Y
P t g n on
d t 11 t 1 t ng at
to • r 22 1 ust




tho d th u 1 zat10n of polar1z d ight ar
rent c1ent1 10 fields.
6a. Optical Rotation--Certain materials, notably
quartz and solutions of sugar, have the property
of,rotating th~ plane of polarization in trans-
mitting.polarized light. This effect may be
observed with a pOlarimeter", consisting 'of a
polar1 zer and an analyzer, and means for sup-
porting. the optically active substance in the
light path between them. Optical rotation is
used in determining the percentage of aug in
solutions of unknown concentration. Polar1-
t rs peo1ally designed for testing sugar ar
kno as sacchar1meters, and are arrang d to
pass the pol r1z d light through a tube ~111ed
ith th olution und r t t. If th pol z
yz rare ero s d 1n1ti 11y,
d, it 1 bound upo in
th olu ion that th an yz r
d to a ne position to re tor
Th number of degrees so rotated 111 indicate
th strength of the solution.
b. Clroula r1zation--The induction moto~r
d monst t 8 that t 0 harmonic vibrations 0
qual mplltud and frequency, taking place 1
perp 10ul r planes. 111 iva circular motion
sultant h n they are combined, provided
th y r out of ph e by on -fou th oyo1 •
pI -po ar1 d 11 t 1 spas d through
h ,doubly r r ot1ng plat J th oompon nt
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traverse the plate with different velocities,
and in general emerge displaced from each other
in phase. If the relative retardation' is a
quarter-wave length, supposing the components
to have equal amplitude, the issuing light is
said to be circularly polar1~ed. doubly-
refracting plate designed to produce circul~
polari zatlon is called a quarter-wave plate.
ith circularly polarized light, the field re-
mains equally bright for all positions of th
analyzer. pplications of the principle of
•
circularly polarized light have led to impor-
tant deductions concerning the structure of
matter; th y hav alsQ al10 ad the ratio 0
th 1 ctronl0 charg and mass to be evaluat d.
oto!lastieltx-- he distribution of 1nt m'l
tr saes in structural or machine parts m y b
observed by passing polarized light ,through
models made to scale from sheet celluloid or
Bak lite, which are subjected to external forces
simulating those in the' actual structure.
Though the d1 str1but1'on of stress s len s 1t-
If to math mat1cal calculation in some instan-
0 , the photoelast1c method solves many prob-
1 not am nabla to mathematical treatment.
to la t101ty has developed to suoh a po1nt
h it is no a whole branch of engineering in
it o n right.
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6,. Projection of Polarized Llght:--The projection of
white light, which has been polarized in two planes at right
angles to each other, as a means of illumination of two
stereo pictures to form a three-dimensional image, 1s one of
the more recent developments of light polarization. As men-
tioned in a previous chapter, it is necessary that polaroid
spectacles be used in the observance of the model. In this
method of relief visualization, the right eye will receive
one kind c,r polarized light, while the left eye will receive
the opposite kind. There are two ways in which polarized
light may be projected in order to achieve this three-
dimensional effect. They are as follows:
a. Vectographlc Project1on--This method employs a
single slide or a single strip of film r
du 1n both images of the stereoscop1 p
sup rlmposed on ch oth r but in oPPo t
dir ct10n of po arlzat1on. The vectogr ph
th 0 on a soreen surfaced with metal 10 paint
d vie ad through polarizing picture vie rs.
eoause the system uses existing projection
equ pment and because of oth r advantages, it
seems reasonable to suppose that it 111 be
us d 0 most three-dimensional projection in
th future, particularly when color vectography
1 d practicable for general use.
b. U of l-1D rojectors-~The double-projector
t m tor sho 1ng thr e-dimensional pictures,
1k the vectograph system, makes use of polar-
o
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ized light, but in an entirely different way.
The two stereograms are projected by a twin
projector. Each of the two separate projection
systerTIs 1 s fi tted wi th a polari zing f11 tar wi th
its polarizing axis so set that the left-eye
picture reaches the screen with all of its light
vibrating uniformly in one direction and at 450
'left of vertical, while the right-eye picture
1 s made up of light vibrating in a direction at
45° to the right of vertical. The metallic
surface of the screen redirects the light of th
two images back toward the audience without dis-
turbing the vibration pattern set up by the
polar1z ng 1 t r in h roj oto • v r
by each memb r of the audienoe, are simp
p ctaol refitted with polarizing y
vie re, b com an ass1 y vi d 00 v1nc-
ingly three-dimensional scene. Th
proj otor prinoiple, a 11 ustrat d in 1 r 23,
11 be used in the multiplex plotting mach1n
o form pol roid te oscoplc model fa th
e"per1ment 0 Chapter VIII.
as
CHAPTER VII
PREP ARATI ONS FOR RESEARCH
1. General:--It is not the purpose of this thesis to·
present a full account of the process of producing maps from
aerial photographs. However, those chapters which have pre-
ceded our experiments should provide a suitable background
for an understanding of the problems involved in the compar~
leons to be drawn in Chapter VIII.
Before proceeding with the experiments, a short des~
cr1pt1on of the various equ1p~ent to be used therein will be
given, as well as a brief outline of methods to be 'employed
in conducting the research and presenting the results.
2. Multiplex Machin :-- 1 experiments were performed
in the multiplex s etlon of the local branch of the U. •
G ologic ur y. The multiplex a roprojector used for
res (. 19. 24) as manufactured by B,usch and omb
OpticallCompany, accordln to U. S. G. S. sp o1f1cat10
..Th at10n of critical values in the aerial cam h
m 1t p r duct10n printer, and the projectors 1s on
t oh mati 11y in Flgur 19, on Fa e 53. Projectors nd
rl 0 r 8 most com only mployed by the U. 5. Geolog1-
y have principal diet nces 0 30' . 'd 132
ct1v 1y; eon q nt· , the ratio of reduction to b
ad 1s 132/3P, or 4.4 diameters. The size of the glass
it v negat1v S used in the projectors is 64 by 64
r, th a 3 m. 'thickness.
Th m 1 paten on the tracing tabl
pi oe of qu pm n~, 1th th exception of th
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filters, that required' chang as the model as exchanged
from anaglyph to polaroid, or vice versa. platen 1th th
standard white surface was used with the anaglyph model.
This surface as obta1ned by smoking the top of the plat n
lth burning magnesium ribbon.
separate platen as used for the polaroid model. It
surface. as obtained by coating the top of the platen Ith a
fine, aluminum pigment palnti,. This as done to meet th
r qulrement of a metallic background for preser'1ng th
vibration of the pro ect d rays of polarlz d 19ht. h
p nt us d fo this purpose a Pol roid um1num P1gm
o. 689, m ufactured by the Polaroid Corporation, C 1dg ,
as. h pI ten and lIters us d in the experiments ar
ho in Flgu
.. h tand 66 • d1 t r, co pI m
y-co r r u i th an lyph mod 1.
r It r 0 out 2- m. th c n n th
,,'
0 4 • thio n •
h u d n th po roi mo r
h Ccmp ny, c Chic go. It a i 08-
lb to find 0 p op r 1z , mounted 1
co n rim, r for d1 ct u in the pro j ector • Th
lar at lz 0 n ain bl a 51, 1 I1metera 1n d1
t ace sary to have m oh1ned metal adapto
uc to both ount th lens and fl t th
or. h r 8ult1n filter ar sho n in Fig r 25.
piece of thin, 1po
rl
old 1 n consl t 0
ounted bet e n t 0 thin plat s of • 'l'h
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film-like material 1s a cellulosic sheeting conta1ning sub-
microscopic crystals of the 1odoquinine group, h1ch has
properties analogous to a plate of tourmaline, as explained
in Chapter VI. This synthetic light-polarizer is graded into
various types~ The polaroid filters used in experiments of
this thesis" contain Type "Hit film. The small inset in Fig•.
25 holds a sample of' Type "J l • film. The dl fference between
various types of this film 1s in the amount of light trans-
mitted and in the color.
5. Method of Presenting Research:--In writing a report
of the experiment on each of the points of comparison, as t
forth in Chapter VIII, the following system is used, as far
as is possible:
a. f1nit 0 hort au on 0
t th 0 1.
c 0• J
t p by tap, in' the xper ment;
p arming e ch t p.
o. n r c bu on, 0
h h ob n d from th
cuss10n of different items
d during th xper m nt; dra 1ng of







h b o 00- att
o C 0 with a blo er system
c e the a p eciably coole ), this value of watt e
y be ncreased so ewhat. For t s exper1me t, a bulb f
00- att po er was used, wit a aettin of 20 volts electro-
at v fore on th projector.
,~~~~ ~ _~--Before com encln tee s-
rement of i ht, the to projecto to be u ad
for the odel were tested to see that their
lamps ere in the ce'nter of the amp hOll in •
This was done to insure t at the 11 t from the
projectors would be a maxim ID, with t eir ray
meetln in a focal point directly beneath t e
projectors.
b. L1ght-, assuring Instrument--The instrument used
for purposes of measuring light quantities as














d1 str but d. One lum n 1 d fin d th
of light lux r diatlng from a unlfo l-e
po er source throughout a solid angl of uoh
size as to surround a unit area at a unit d1 -
tanoe from the sourc. The candle-po r 1
unit of lumlnou int na1ty derived from th
candl ; th int rn tional c d
pr s as a source hich represent
o p &0 t1 candle that burns 120
•
o. nt-- rlor to the actual measure
............................---............
t
o 1 tars, th dlapo it v p t s
rod o th t 0 proj otor to be t t ..
o light co lng frohe 1nten it!





djust1 fo d rene of lnte st. t r
-8 ju n , th di oslt1v plates ere
r plac ,the co or d f t
th proj ctor , d the
c
erve
prop r or 'ntatlon.
t t an approximate a
terrain. The distance
t ble to the axis of th






11 be q' nt m n
h t t
oun of 11 t comin th
iva n g t1v 6 on y, 1th It
Thre ead1n 8 t . 0J
o nt r (directly betw en the t 0 projectors),
d r th r1 t p oj e d one under h
rojeoto, 11 1t1zed el t
1 1 the
1 of t
Th h p of re
1nty
o m x1m brl tn sa 0 th plotting t bl •
Th m asur1n lam nt of the meter, h1eh has
t 0 circular apertures, 8 d by 81 a, w he d
1 h its Ion 1tu inal axi p rallel to the axis
of maximum brl tness. FolIo in the t - ta,
the colored filter
tor lth the blu -
r placed in th pro o-
n filter on th rl t
and the red one on the left. eadin s of 11 t
1 t t r tak n at th same three points
bafor. The colored filters ere then ex-
ohan ed, the red filter be1n placed in the
r1 t projector and the blue- reen filter in
ft on • ,other im lar set of readin
d. h co orad lIters
tc in ord r to d1 scov r h th r or no





tandard d tance b
n 0
o not d hat th
o eked; 1
teen th table top and the light source as
still constant. Readings of intensity er
recorded for light through the polaroid f t
at three points as before.
r obt n
... _._............ ~...,y...... O
d. Results--Th following r Bults
from measurements with th







• lon-- n it
n 1 1 0 c , th :bov
ur y by 4. Th1
0 0 th 1 t n
the
y r 0 n y t
the di t ( )
t10n t
0 rl 0 0 t
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ad into unity.




ch typ of 1
t c ,th r
Ho ever, a
readings 0 th illumination m tar may be used,
inc these comparisons 11 b on a perc t
b e1 •
question that arcs pr 0 to xper1ments





y n shades of
to me sur 1
eli COy r
y , a oan t r for b u
minat10n 0 co or.
On 0 th 1r t thin
p h f t th t.
0 t r
by 1 po











darkness in them ill
intensities of Ii ht t
between the diapos1t1v
adjacent projectors 18
menta of light from di
. quantity of 3.5 foot
under the r1 t 'projeot· , hi
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that onl 3.2/3.5




ndar 1 oj ctor. Thi s 1ndi-
9 .4% as much 11 ht
oj ctor as came through
h r1
o was that the
OU '0 th"""""'1"""" both the red and
th t ra. is proved by
t nt aft r th
r from one rojec-
) .
readings tak on
een the t 0
t 1.3/3.4 38.2%
h 'j 0 0
in place, while 0.7/






with the polaroid filter
3.4 = 20.6% of the 11 ht
colored filter in place, both percenta e
u 1ng th full light through the d1apos1t va
n atlve as a ba e. 1th r spect to ach
other, 0.7/1.3 • 53.8% as muc,h 11 t as pro-
jeet d thrau \the color d filt rs 8 pro-
jected throll h the polaroid ~1ltere. Hence, 1t
is evident that considerably more 11 t is
allowed to come through the polaroid filters
onto the tracing table than comes through the
colored filters, which represents a consider-
able advanta e for the polaroid fil tars on this
particular point of comparison.
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26 III in ion t
1 7 Q 1ent t10 of olaroid Filters.
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2.
filt r th . j ctor
, Projectors:--The placing of




n th rd,of the map, but hould be eo
its possible 1ncon enlence to the op rator.
the'colored f1 tars, he merely in rt th.~ in
1th no further thou t as to their orientation. In th
cas of th polaroid filters, ho ever, a rtain man1p latio,
are ne'o Beary to orient them so that 11 t pa as through
aoh in such a mann r that its part cular comp nent 1 at
r1 t an le to th other. This 111 pr vld the c
con it 0 f 01 ar atereosoop o mo 1 hen vie ed
th po aroid view1n spectacles". The orientation
y be divided into two ,a1 p
'L6 ........ _L-'-"-~d P 1 1 yt nd t 1 1.
• __P........-...-~ ............__r ..y~ 1n ...O..-r.............................................. 0 f Polaro d
po arc1 d filt rs
1 h 1 1t
o
arold viewing spectacl s e
used as a basis for orientat on, since ,e t 0
re dyo 1 nt d 1 heyepl ce are
optical axe p dicul to ch at, r.
spectacle are p'l ced flat on the table, over
a pr n ad she t 0 simi ar bac round easy to
see, th the ear pieces open and extending
upward. One of the polaroid f1, 1s plac d
under the left lens of the spec acles and
rotated until light comin thro h b th
lens and the filter become
1 d by th 0 t r on b
ound d r ath th nt, , an '
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that the optical 00 ponents of the spectacl
lens and the filter are at right an les t,o e ch
other. The other polaroid filter 1 d
under the right en of the sp ct c
'tated as before until maximum d r nesa
eft
1-
through that portion of the glass h1ch
superimposition. (S~e Fig. 27).
At th s point it 1s apparent that h
11tars are 0 ·,crossed th r spect to t
n s of t e pect 01 Plac ng ef th
It r n the left p oj ctor and-th r
, t r in the right projector ould produc
1 e on the tr c ng tab In
order to 1v a cor c 1 th 1 t u
the le t Ie of tIc d 1
the ri t raj eto d th r ght lIt r 1
placed in the left pro cto. In thi p 0
care should b toot f t
1 ttle as pos bl , a t d,
a proxim te or nt t1on.
b. Final Step.in :-
TO ac lave fl 1 0 nt 10, t e light of the
lef't projector is obscure b placing the back
of the left h d nder its lens, the ri tee
1 co, an th t ~n° he 1 t oj
o ,1 otat d 1 1 t t t
u t 1 t e po 1 r ach d at hie
d rkne occu on th t acing tabl • 0
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the eye looking through th t lens of the
spectacles sees minim mot coming
through the right filter, 1 t 1 s evident that
the filter in the right. proj otor is correctly
oriented with respect to the right 1 ne
spectaoles •.
In like m ner, the light of h r ght pro-
jeotor 1s b oak d off by th baa h right
hand, the 1 t eye i Qlos d, 'and tar in
th 1 totor 1 t 1y th t
until the point 0 m '1mum dar ness:
occurs. Complete or1 ntat10n of th f r
n b ra I:L~~L~t:1 U
c. 1on-- rom the abov d cr1ptlon, it may
a·p' th t or1entat10 of th ,pola o1d filter·
a lon, in olved proc s '. it a lit
act1ce, ho ev r, one .ean a 1y pe 0
ent1r b·o 't 0 t·' 1 •
Th 0 part1cu ar ho I 0 '
orient that it ecees1tat9s a minimum
rotation of th pol 0 t th P jeo
tors, since most of the rotational movement of~
th filters 1s accompli h d 1th the speotacles.
Other meth,ods 0 or1 ntation may even entail
ot tonal movement of the projector t lamp
hous1n assembly. It can be seen that the less
movement around the projectors, the les likely
1 1 be the necessity .for reorientation of the
entire s ereoecoplc mod 1.
From a comp ratlve standpoi t, then, it
1s pparent that the polaroid filt r h ve dis-
advantages over th eo or d
they requlr , in th 1r or nt ton,
more time, and may·cause a slightly gr at




t m, thorizontal angle of stereoscopic perc p 10 "
pplled to the vie ing of a stereo copic mod 1 on th u 1-
pI m ch1n , r rs to the horlzont gle throu 0
th obs rv r may s in his head and still perceive th
t 0 op 0 f act of h mod 1. The lane of th angl
1 b op P t 1ng . t,
b oenter 0 nt b n ath the cen-
t of t •
Th oret c lly, th obs rv r's beet t reosoop1c p-' rc
t10n batt lned f th oou of h y o
perpend1c 1 r to th a 16 of th ,t 0 proj. ctor d a
nearly on perp d1eu ,r boy h,e 0 e the pos1:t1on of
th oj eto 1, ,1, • 0 va , th r 1 a certain
a t ou h,ich ' he ob erver may swing his head in an
arc on each 81 e of the line perpendl cular to the axis of
h p oj otor n ,t 1 b hIe to see sufficient three-
_1onal f at for the plotting of his contours. It
,11 be the pu 'po e of this experiment to measure the m~x1-,
lor 0 oop1c pe oaption for both the ana lyph
01 ro ods 0 11 t filtration.
a. or r 0 obt in ep
82.
tat v oompar of the t 0 methods, an les 0
stereosoop10 p roeptlon , ere measured under
each projector and dlr otly'b t n th t
glv1n three angles for each m thode n
inter at of greater accuracy, six d1ffer,n
m eurements ere tak n of aoh of
g e.
Th fir t angle measured as th one with
1 o nt on, th 1 0 J.. een
o proj otor , a n lth the 0 'orad
rs in plaoe. The ax1s 0 proj ctlon was
th t o1ng t bl nd r th
left projector with its can. er on the project d
o nter of the left d.1apos1 t1 v and making a dot
th th pnc11, then movin the tracing tabl
under the rl t projector and Markin ·th pro-
j ct d can,t r of th ,r ght d1apo 1 t v
stra1 t lin b t en the t 0 0 nt r pr
-
nt th of project1'on and 1s ana ogou
to t 11 ht b· t n t,h t 0 oorr -
pon 1 '0 ra stations. The point half ay
b t n th, t 0 centers was marked, and the,
t. 0 n table as oriented and set directly
o r it. The point thus selected also was at
about an average elevation of the terrain.
In viewing'the model for stereoscopic
perception, the line of sight was kept at an
o 1 h o zo t , 0
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t table from t e foot of t e stic
to t e poi t of t e pe e11 nd rn at the
trac1 table, and a 1 n was dr n bet n
thee t 0 po nt ; tee e
an arc to t e r1 ht of t




oved at the 8
of 81 t, an a line a
tim
ra n between
the ce t,r and the res 1 point of z ro
t reo cop1c perc ptlon n th same manne as
be ore. The t 0 11 es, so ra n, are the con-
fln1n I1m1 ts of an acute an Ie which repre-
sent the maximum horizontal an Ie through




The tracing table was then moved over th
point under the left projector, where the an Ie
of stereoscopic perception was measured six.
times, and an avera e taken. From there, the
table was moved over the projected center of the
r1 t projeotor and anoth r s t of 1
r nts a ad •
or th s cond h f 0 t per1ment, th
co or d. f It r re plao b' e pola.roid
u a m e then m d:
p·o t t projector,
t~ , d r1 t projector)
u xplained. In
ch <?aee, the avera s' of six different angular
me ur nt as oaleul t •
b. srem nt 10h re recorde in
t e course 0 the above exper1m nts are co o·,
idated 1nto Table 2, 0 Pa e 8S.
c. D1scuss1on-- ttention is called to F1 res 28
and 29, wh,ereln are plotted the various angles
of stereoscopic percept10 at the three sta-
tion alon, the axis of projection. Fig. 28
sho s those an lea as viewed with the colored
filters in the projectors, while Fig. 29 shows
an lee ~bserved under l1e:J1t projected through
the polaroid filters. By studying these two




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































First, hen the colo ad filters e 1
place, it i8 evident that there is a gra t r
angle of stereo perception at the point lr-
ctly bet een the projectors than under 1ther
proj ctor. Th1 a m ana that th,e operator ha
gr a er latitude in movin hi head hen he 1s
in ront of th c nt r of th an . yph od 1.
Compar1·ng this r suIt ith th
m__ .",,_~ d at the c t r of th
1
proj ct d
th polaroid r , nd th th
1 n 1 1th th color d filters 1
pro 1mat ly twice as reate Th1 amount 1s
represented by the percentage, 43.1°/82.3° =
52.5%, h1ch mean that the em lIar an 1 1s
5'2.5% a ide a the lar er' an Ie.
In compar1n the avera.ge an Ie at t e cen-
tar to other an les on the ana lyph mel, he
. 'angle under the left projector
51.5% as large as the angle at the c nt hila
the an Ie under the r1 t projector 1s 53.9/82.3_
= 65.4 r a th 1 th c nt r.
T 1 die t that the gle of 'ter 0 perc p-
t10n n the an glyph mod 1 apprc1ably dimln1-
a t 0 t 1· mov d a; ay from
the c tar of t ad 1.
t d 0 th r e angl on th
0 1 r v th t there 1 I1ttl
if' r nee b teen the three. 1th
89
r pec to





41.31 3.1 = 95. %a a whil th v' r
an e und r the right p 'j ctor 5.6/43.1 -
105.8% gr ate • he ov ra 1 infer no to b
d r1v d from h s series of measurem nts th
mo th 1 n of t to e h d 0
d f r c
reoscoplc perceptio •
.n les of stereo par-
s stems disclose the
son 0




o 0 ng: (a) Un er the e t ro ector,
avera e ngle on t e polaro1 model 1 4 .3/42.4
97.5% as re t as the on he lyp
0 e (b) t th cent ,. the on t.
p,o 0 od 1 1 52.5' 0 tht 0 t Ie a lyph
ca re 1 be s en 'from the e fi res t at a
re,ater angle of stereosco 1c perception is
present in 11 parts of the ana lyph' model
than 1s present n the pol roid model, and
that the value 0 this an Ie on the anaglyph
model ncr a the center 0 t e ad 1
o a 0
approached by t
this an Ie 0 t





t1vely constant throu 0 t the entire model.
Figures 28 and 29 sho th, t the avera e
·'1 e t r 0 p 0 pt 'u r the 1 t
projeotor of both od 1s oons1d r b y
gr tar than the oorr pond ng angl un r the
left projector. The probab . cause of th1
phenom~non is the fact that the terrain at the
right sid of the model as m oh flatter than
that area from the cent r ov r to the eft s d
o h mod 1. Henc, it c b· assumed t t
n . on a mod 0 1 t terrain 1 1 n-
ee throu inabi11ty of he e as to er-
tot h10h the tar 0 cap10
tee, h1ch in turn 1 caus d b a
d 10th r t 0 bet en the avera
h 1 ht of terr n features to th he1 t at
h ch th photo raphe re taken. other
theory considered was that tilt in the t 0
photo raphe of the model ould tend to throw the
nadir point over to the r1 ht of center, thereby
c usin a greater an Ie of stereoscopic percep-
t on on the r1,ght side of the model. It is
felt, ho ever, that this latter theory 1s not
substantiated because or the negligible value
of the tilt which is allowable in aerial photo-
raphs used for mapp1n purposes.
au t of the exper1 ants on hor1zont
e of stereoscopic perception d 1nlt 1y
sho that the ana lyphic mod ha the 1 r
n 1. The va ue of thl teet is ot 0 uch
91








0 co 0 0 0
the a
g on e vern er 0 he t
rk has been set on he sur 0
nd t h h
m T m 1m read ng, h n onve t
e t10n of th po nt lev 1.
cd ver e er
c or h p
1 th
n t of
0 d d t ib r
d to t
re re nt t- v b i or t e T
e locat 'd th ce tr ir of th -0 e ,
oint e're e r t b k dge of th odel,
n t 0 r ale th fro, e. Figure 30
ill strat t 1 t 1butl0 of the six oint
over the model. T e 1nts, e 1 and 0-2, 1 di-
cate the projected centers of the adjacent dia
po 1t1ves in the model.
In conduct1n th er1ment, the colored
filters first w re inserted in th machine, and
then the tracin tabl was laced over point 1.
The luminous mark was at 0 the surface of the
round at that point, and rea n 1 m1111-
meters was made for the correspon n he1 ht of
























tr 01 g bl 0 r d, the t b'
adj at ov th point, , d cond 0,'
elevation as t' n. tota of din of
m lmeters ere made for po1nt an,
the six as caleul d, and this vera B
convert d into fa t of elevation by re renee to
th mult1pl x oonve on eh rt ehc1 1 b 3.
he tr cln t b then ov d ov t' ot
f1v points, 1 t r , an six r a 0
0 or for oint,
h eo or d t r ere r p b
t r • Th tracin B t
ach point in th
,cd,l.
o
tic n co d d
r it t
b. Results-- esu t of the precedin experiment
are con ensed in Table 4. Only the avera e
elevation has been converted in each case from
the avera e millimeter r adln of the tracing
table ,scale.
c. D1scuB 1on--Th veteran multiplex operator
should be able to set a point on the map ith
hls.trac1n table, work else here for a hila on
the map, and then return to the original point
and check it as to elevation. In any event, he
shaul b bl to at ac on a point t n.t
rep e ante approx-0.1 m1111 tar; O.
imatel 3.33 f et on
Ii at
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r1t r, ho , ha dl rese d from t e actual
t n by ,uch as 0.29 m11i me r on sin 1
reading, and 6 much.as a O.17-m 111meter d1f-
fa nee 0 av ra e readings for anyone point.
De pi t th1 personal ror in t10n of
the m chin, t 1 b 1 eved that this test still
for co 'p leon of ono ltut a good u
odel ·n t th oth r.
It 1nt re t1ng to not tha he 1 rgest
o 0 d on points 1 and 4, which
r th f the tout rom the central axi of
t mo 1, a fined by line through the pro-
jected centers of th stereo pair of d1 p081~1ves.
It is al 0 11 to her tr·8 th faot that the
maximum avera e per onal error of about 5.3 f at
is still con 1derably it in th 1 0 bl rror
for plotting 20-ft. contours with the mu t1plex









oomp r 0 , ror ( 00% -
19.12/19.29) .. 0.9%, for both models.
On point 2,' th- error for the an lyph model
is (100% - 17.20/17.31) =0.7%, wh11 the error
for the polaroid mod,l is (100% 17.23/17.31).
0.5%. Hence, the polaroid model as found to be
slightly more accurate on this particular point.
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On point 3" the error for the anaglyph
model 1s (21.50/21.34 - 100%) • 0.8%; the error,
for the polaroid model 1,e (21.35/21."4- 100%) ~
0.1%. This indicates a more s1~eable aocuracy.
for the polaroid model.
On point 4, the error for the anaglyph
model 1s (100% - 19.42/19.57) =·0.6%, and the
error for the polaroid model is (100% 19.40/
19.57) =0.8%. ~h1s shows an advantage in
accuracy on this point for the anaglyph ·model.
On point 5, the reading on both the ana-
glyph and polaroid models coincided with that of
the aotual elevation. Hence, there 1 e 'no e ,rOI1'
on this point. This point was located at a road
lnters.o~lon along the side of a hill, and. was
very olearly defined.
On point. 6, the error tor ~he anaslyph
model is (24.40/24.29,~ lOO~) : O.4~. That for
the pola,ro'ldmo'd,l 18 (241.31/24,.29 .., lOO~) •
0.3%•. Th1s ind10ates anoth~,r ,slightly greater
ac~~racy for, the polaro1·d model.
Summarizing, wehav8.. ,:l;wo, l'0.1nts O'n which
re:adings ..re the same for "both models, ,·thr'e.
po1nte on wh1o~ the- polaroid model proved to be
1101',8 ~CQu~ate,: and one point on which the ana-,
glyph, model was the more accurate. At first
glane,e" 1 t might appear. in view of .the abo've,
that the polaroid model would be oons1derably
99
more accurate than the anaglyph model. It must
be borne in mind, ho ever, that th different
between errors is very small, and t t, in ork-
1ng on a larger number of points or a reater.
number of models, this small in1tial advantage
could easily be equalized. It 1s import,ant h't
the polaroid model is at least qual 1n aoouraoy
to the anaglyph model in the plotting: of' con-
tours.
Several impressions ere noted h11 ob\ r-
vin the t 0 models. It appear that th 0-
aroid model, in its stereoscopic effect, a
much stronger in the central area.th n t th
d o mod mode
was more uniform throu out its dimensions •.
so, 1 t was noted that, ,or good dep~h peroep
t10n at the ad as of the polaroid model, it
h Iped to hold the eyes a ·nearly pepend1aular
to the point as as possible. 'It h e pr 10u 1y
been proved that the anaglyphlc od 1 h' a
,ate, lat1 tude in 1ta horizontal an Ie of
stereoscopic peroeption. It 1 like,1ee vi ent,
from abe. rvat10ns of th1 a exper1ment, that t
ana lyph1c mod 1 also has a greater lat1tud in
the vert1calanle of at o 00 10 ro to.
,5. Cl arness,.2f odel: --''rhe 01, rn e 0 t roc ..
,
pia model in the multiplex projector oas h d-1n~h d 1th
th'e a~c\1racy in the drafting of contours. C'learness in a
stereoscopic mod 1 imp 1 harpness of terrain featu es
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and oth r det 11. Th sharpness of detail 1s depen ant
largely on the amount 0' light projected onto the platen of
the trac1n table. One of th f 1 n S 0 th glyph
model 1s encountered here the d1apo 1t1ve h va a
panses of forest or other areas of darkness; the resultant
tared on a model whose d1aposl ti va negatl ves include large,
11 ht-colored areas. The resultant flow of light onto the
tracln table produces a reflection, or glare, h1ch is
disagreeable to the operator and hinders eff1clent use of
the luminous p,01nt. This disadvantage oan prob bly e r m-
ediad by using a metallio-pi ent paint of a darker shade
on the. table top; the darker paint would absorb more of the
light rays, and thu leesa the reflection. s pIe of the
metallic-painted surface of the tracing tabl used in exper-
iments of Chap,tar VIIJ;1s conta1ned in Inset B, of Figure 25.·
Very l1ttle light refleotion ha been encountered on the
an lyph model.
Experiments on clearness of stereoscopic models con-
s1 ted chiefly of try1n various surfaces on the platen of
tr' .. ,1ng table. The need of a metal11 c surf ace on the
101
tr c n tab e top fo th p oee 0' co leotin vlbr 10
gav v r little or no th -
•s b ts nt1r1 ht
u
of th r B 0 po
other form 0
d m ns10nal at ect. The hit, u8terless finish used for
ere tried, including va in
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6. R oval of Parallax: ---The t removal of parallax" in
the mu t1plex achl e 1s a term hloh is synonymous to the
proces of exterior orientation of th te eo seop1 0 :m,o, el.
To obtain the true ete eoscoplc mo , it is necessary to
make 8,11 oor'r pond1n rays 1nt react. 0 any hor1 zontal
plane the t 0 rays of a van point 111 appear as'point
1ma as and the line jo1n1n them will be parallel to the
base line. Th1 a d1 stance betwee'n the point 1ma as 1 s an
indication of the hel t of the actual point in space and is
known as hor1zo t 1 • h or ZO
is reduced to r ct n rep r 0 a,
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b. Y ovem nt erpe'ndi cular to t - x and
on th ,8. t 1 parall 1 to t_
h n th bar 1 p op rly lev 1 d.
c. tit Z1l
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movement in a v rtica iree 0 , sed to
adju t th 1 a t
d. win
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rot 0 th ojecto 0 n a hor zo -
tal a.>Gis to t ax , 81 1 to 0
up or 0 e 0 n 0 t an •
f. t ,rot t on 0 th projector a 0 n 0 1-
zo 1 perpend cu ar to th tip xi ,
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7. Observance of 0 1 from Back of Plotting Table:--
.
Occ~s1onally, it becomes necessary for the operator to or
on certain points along the back edge of his rno e1 which are
easier observed' from the rear side or the p10ttlng table.
In order to plot from the back of the ana ph1c model, the
operator merely reverses his spectaoles by otat1ng them
through an angle o'f 1800 wi thl rt the plan of the len e •
he spectacles are ordinarily arranged 1th tralght ear
pi c s a traight nose bridge hloh n, es them to be
om no ally. o'r upside do J dp n· ng n the color co b
na 1 :n in the projector filters. oor eot tereoscop10
,r ·on a 0 may be obtained from the rear by 8 1 tch1ng
filters in the projectors and not changing the spectacle •
The polaro d spectacl 1 0 ma be r ang d or rotation in
the ner as th '0 P ctacles, but it requires
eo r 0 entation if oh 1 ade in the polaroid filt r •
As far as observation from the back of the model is
concerned, the anaglyphlc model appears to be somewhat easier
to see. The position of the vertioal projectors on the other
side of th bar prohlbl ts observance directly above the
model, and thus tends to reduce stereoscopic observance of
the polaroid model in a .greater degree than the anaglyph1e.
model. It has been mentioned previously that the anaglyph10'
mod 1 has a icier vertical an le of atereOBCOI)1c perception
tha.n the pol ro1r IDO al.·
It has not been fully determined whether this tendency
to lesser.' ha'Y"'nnAIIA of ~t reoscop1c detail at the edges is
erent in the polaroid model or whether the eauseoould b
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mo or tt h d 0
owhich blo 8- a continuous tream of air th'o h
rubber hoses into, and thr~ugh, the 1 p hall ing'
assemblies of the proj ctors. Th1 t m t
to keep both the 1 ns.and the filter in h
jector sUffioiently coo to· vent d a e to
the glass, while allowing the 11 t to be illuml-
nated for as long period of op r t on as i8
necessary. The blower system ls, of course, a
recommended item for all.mapping operations lth
the multiplex machine, and mos app1n a enc ss
are at present entirely e u1pped with t m.
a multiplex machine 1s not equipped 1th th
00 ng ay t m, t becomes .neoes ry to cur
p 10 0 op 0 the
it h P 1 0
c ac 0 (of re t r 1 port nee)
1 no th projecto 1 n
0 h, a 0 It r , t 1 1 b a con
n the r o 0
not equipped 1 h blower systems.
b n con ucted to d1 cover ho Ion a
tar can 1thstand a certain amount 'of
b • He t .................................__ .Q!.! .,.0-----.........- ......... .. - 0 0 t u 1 xp r
lment h
colored
heat. Ho ever, the experiences of a number of
veteran multiplex operators in the ultlplex
action 0 t t Geolo 1eal
o , , has be n co d
p riod 0 r 1 yare at t p' t c r
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m te comparison betwe n the two types of filter
as to th 1r heat resl t ca. Prior to the afore-
mentioned break, it was assumed that the po aroid
...._'..........-.





o c ment d b t e tot in eh s of
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ass, pe th hr e thin
eh eta, cemente together, oul b 0
tant to heat than a glass . i t o o
ness as to equa~ that of the three thin •
Ho 'ever, subsquent information from the
facturer has disclosed that the polaroid rna r
ial in question is a thin, 11 like ubstance, .
ynthet1cally made, h ch, no ccounts
or ts 1 b111ty to it 'ect of th
j oto p or per10d at1on.
ct a ·n
polaroid filter from th f ect 0 heat a· e-
earch on another compar1 on
h ha been op r
o bout 25 m nutes,
1 t n th projectors. The
oor d during
o 0 d 11 8 re then repl d 1th h
01 f1 t r •po






with a rather subdued poppin noise. Upon re~
mova it wa d1scov red that the enclo ed fl1 ~
11k material in the center of the lens had
curl d up and pulled part in everal places.
Th thl· las sheets of the filter lens were
ot cracked nd ere apparently otherwise un-
,0 00 a. 0 no h
c o th' ft in th polaro
It t n to not that th
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a ad lens as th on~ that as 100 e in 1
adaptor rln. It appears that a firm settin
o the lens might increase its resistance to h at
effects.
d. D1 ecuBs1on- true 'compa 1 0 f the heat-re 1a~
tant qualities of the t 0 types of filter 1s
cult b caua it is 1 po ble to test th
'd r par 11e1 in t of eat; ,a 0.
re so m y a 1 d eases of 1
r no s 1 at iclents of pan
t vo d that it o 1
a tory ,to prope~ly test
th m.
s far as our own particular filters are
concerne • it 1s reasonable to a surne that the
colored filters would withstand the effects of
heat much better than the polaroid filters.
What little information e have is inadequate
to provide an accurate percents e comparl on
between the two types of filter.
The fore oln material in this section is
,presented lth the realization that the opera-
tion of'a set of projectors without a cooling
ystem of some sort will soon take its place
amon the relics of the past. Hence, heating
effects on filters and lenses will cease to be
an issue for consideration, and all multiplex
operators may then plot their maps without fear
110
of overheat1n their projectors.
9. Color-B11ndne s.:- 11m t ion the colored f1
tars was discovered in th lr use by p op e who are color-
blind. One requirement of a stereosoopiO'impression is that
each eye see a separate image of the same picture, taken
from slightly different angles. In order to fulfil this
r qulrement, the filter must project an m ge which one eye
u t d pe d upon the action of compl
c 8 and the other ey~ cannot 8
• Th anaglyphic model
nta y colors to ac-
co p11sh 1 process. superimpos1t1on of two campI n-
t y olors oause obliteration of pr ctlcally 11 t
go1n th ou 'h them. I f a person doe s not hav..., c mplete
an no m nt impression of the compl mentary co19r -j
r b r it to vis 1 1nt I at the
lyph C od 1 111 b10nal eff ct of ththr a-dim
imp 1r d.
lar e percenta e of people who are troubled 1th
color-blindness are color-blind in the reds and reens. It
is not necessary that a person be color-blind in both of
the co plementary colors used in the ana lyph1c mpde for
non-perception of the at r oscop1c effect. If he is color-
blind in either the red or the blue- reen, he is automati-
cally incapacitated for use as a multiplex operator where
the ana lyph c model is used.
omen h r 00 0 -blind t te both odele. On
man was color-bl d on in r d, and the other as c lor-
and in re n •.blind both in r
s reo8cop1c e at on th
t er 0 e coul




poot~er adv t of
In,th possibility of proJeot1n p.~...~-
1 co' .ore. he anaglyph1c mod 1 d nd
op c ect on the projection of·compl en
to 0 a picture in tone of black and
100 f r ard 1 to th 'uture and find er
t n nd proj cted in th colors of n ture.
o d I tal in' p to-1nt r tat'1on










could eas1ly observe th th e-dimenslonal effect on th
pola 0 -model. It 1 'b bly saf to assu e, th n, th t
anyon with ord1na I b1nc ar vision can 0 erv th
stereoscopic effect of th polaroid model.
any people who are oolor-blind have no other defeot as
far as their ordinary vision is concerned. The polaroid
mo opens the field of stereoscopic projection to this





1. Summary of Comparison: h er1m S 0




much light was projected through the colored
filters as came thrau the polaro d filt rs.
Because of the 1mportanc of light on th tr
c1ng table, this repre ant a
or the polaroid filters.
z ble ad t
b
urid that the po aro1d filters r qu1red so
or in pI c1ng them in the pro'jector ,
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4f. Removal of ~~~~ax~: -The neutr I-colored ima e
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gr en image point of th ana lyph1c mod n
th emoval of paral ax. No b tt r mad um
comparison was, found than ac ual ob· rvatlon
durin th process of movin para....Ioo~. o
mod ,and th 're u t
dvant on th1 .po1nt 1 b n· to either
d a.
g.
- It was found that the tereo
t ff1 u t to
act
n he po
a,oid model, hen vie ad from the bac of the
t ble. The r ason for th1 probably 1 th
ller vert cal an Ie throu h hlch th th
m ns10 al effect s v sible in the pol roi
0 1. e a vanta e on thi po1'nt, .' th r fo
0 s to the ana lyph1c model.
h. t of --U sm Iters--Th s f otor, h oh
onl pertinent to ou pro 1 h n th mu t p ex
ach n 1 not qui ad 1th a 000 in system,
a v nt or th naglyph model.
pol 0 d f1 t r e ou d to be uch mor











are color-blind to perceive any stereoso pic
effeot in suoh a model, hereas they may easily
observe th1;s effect in the polaroid model. It
is.felt that a limitation in one model becomes
an- advantage for the other.
,j. Color Pro,1ection--Another davanta e of the pol
aro1d model is the possibility of the projection
of models in oolor. The~ models should not
only be more true to natur , but also aho d b
more' restful to the y,es.
2. Analysis of Comparisons:--Three factors which enter
into the mapping process J in ,the order of their importance,
are:: (a) Accuracy of the map, (b) time required for its
construction, and (c) expense of its preparation.. map 1s
orth little if it, doe not fully meet the requirements 'or
accuraoy. 0 the three faotors outlined above, this 1 , by
far, the most important. The second and third factors are
more or less closely allied. The less time 1t require -0
draft a map, the more maps 111 be completed in a unit tim
as more maps are completed per unit tl e, the expense per
map 00 respond1 gly d orea es. The time re u1re 'for oon-
structing the map becomes of prime importance during time of
war, when the map perhaps may be required in military oper-
ations. The third ractqr 1s probably of greater 1m ortance
to civilian mapp1n agencies. app1ng is primarily a busi-
nee to the civilian a ency, whereas it is more'of a servioe
to the overnm nt a enoy. knowled e of the above factors
11 serve as a foundation for evaluating the importance of
116
the several points upon which our two typ s of f Iter,hav
been compared.
The single point of the greatest importance, as far as
accuracy 1s concerned, 1s the ability of setting the lum1nou
point on the ground surface. A good model which allows the
most accurate work with the float1n 11 t point insures a·
map whose contours will most nearly conform to the actual
terrain. Although this element has the greater effect on
the drafting of vertical control, it also aids, to a less r
degree, 1n the drafting of horizontal control and'other
detail.
The point which probably is next in importance 1 th
of amount 0 11 ht pro j ected onto the tracing ta.ble. Th1
1 t 'h l' ',r at r at on th accur oy of the
m ; 1 pon 1· ,to a larg t nt for the 01 rness
of th mod hich, in t rn, is conduc1v to acouracy and
f I1ty in the delineation of contours.
The next item h1ch is primarily cone rned t
accuracy 1s that of olearness of the mod 1. Ole ~
o rob b y 1 t re ult of a comb1nat10' of sharp~
n 0 f atur th star 0 oopl0 effect h1ch is inherent
in the model' 1 teelf,: plu th proper amount of 11 t fal11n
on ~e tracin table, pl, a receptive surface on the tra-
o1n t ble for preservation of· the image.
The ramo 1 of parallax 'r eta, to a lesser extent,
both t ccur oy of he model and the time required for
rl ntat 0 0 th model. Its effect on accuracy 18 noted
,t po 1ble incompleteness of removal, while difficulty
7in mo pr b b ou d constit a r c- ...... __.~ ... - o
of time. In ny e nt, this po nt ill b el minated
fina an 1 1s, inc there appe rs to be no d1f· ere c b-
ten the two models in this respect.
The hor zonta an le of stereo oople perc p 0 r
antI has little effect on either accur c or time, but doe
orne effect on the physical co 0 t of the ope ator •
.b r o of the mode from th o th p ott1n t b ,
lch s partla y regu at an 1 0
nt of t
by h v r
1 requirept on,op
P ott n carta n po nts on the polaro d model, but oee on
re 1 fre uent when it becomes necessary to p at from the
re r of the table.
yet
he 1mltat1 ns 0 hie ode, t respect
to t u by poe co or-b 1 d its use for
0010 projection, h va 0 b o our factors of accuracy
an t , but st11 ar cons erat on in any comparison
betw en t t e po roid model.
3 ec1s1on s to the best stereoscopic
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